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THE HEINZ KATCHER MEMORIAL PRESENTATION – PRO PATRIA 1961-2012 PART I

NORTON WRAGG

Several years ago I noticed that the British philatelic world described charity issues as ‘semi postal’. So many of the
Swiss charity stamps have ‘normal’ cancellations so I decided I would collect correctly rated covers for these
issues. Along the way I have learned a lot about postage rates and services and been down many side alleys. The
display I gave in Shrewsbury at this year’s Annual National Meeting covers the Pro Patria issues between 1961 and
2012. As is well known, it is increasingly difficult to find more recent issues postally used and I am grateful for the
‘junk’ boxes and a dealer who buys up bulk lots of business mail for a lot of these items I show. It is interesting
how much commercial mail has charity stamps on it. Many businesses purchased these issues by the sheet which
is, I think, why a lot of covers have multiple stamps of the same value. In particular the lowest value (printed
paper rate) and the highest (ausland) would not be needed for their intended purpose.
Inland Mail

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

The basic Postage rates for covers and cards were stable from 1948 to 1966 and charges for additional services i.e.
Registration, Express and Nachnahme (payments collection) services had only risen marginally. It is also the period
before pre-payments labels became more widespread, so interesting covers are abundant. For example the
Express letter (Fig 1) from Handelsbank Solothurn to Grenchen 04 June 1965 shows the Sf1.00 rate for inland
letter and express fee made up of 6 x 10c and 2 x 20c values of the 1965 issue. This also looks like a ‘reply paid’
item as it is on the receiving company’s stationery. It also has a handstamp indicating the date and time it was
ready for delivery. It is interesting to find packet tie-on labels such as this example (Fig 2) of 4 x 50c and a 20c of
the 1966 issue used to pay for a 7.5 to 10KG consignment.
From 1966 to 1989, whilst the basic services costs didn’t rise significantly, those for other services did. This cover
(Fig 3 – next page) was caught at the time of a steep increase in the express fee. Posted ‘out of hours’ at
Neuchâtel station on 8th January 1975 it has 4 x 15c of the 1974 issue plus Sf1.20 from the monuments definitive
series which was the correct rate up until 31 st December 1974. The new rate for express service doubled to Sf3.00
so it has been taxed Sf1.50 for the deficiency. In 1976 the Nachnahme fee for collecting Sf26.00 was Sf3.50 as
illustrated by this cover of 28th May 1976 (Fig. 4) using 2 x 40c and 4 x 80c of the 1976 issue to pay the 40c letter
rate and the fee of Sf3.50.
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Fig. 4

Fig. 6

In 1991 Swiss post introduced a two tier inland postage service – priority A and normal B rates similar to the UK
1st and 2nd class. Above are examples of these from 1993 and 1994 (Figs. 5 and 6). Reply mail is now a useful
source of material - Fig. 7 shows a garden specialist’s mail order envelope. Philatelic items are not excluded from
my display if they are correctly paid as is the cover (Fig 8) showing the Kornhaus at Rorschach stamp of the 2001
issue on a priority cover to Sempach with the Rorschach illustrated cancellation.

Fig. 7
To be continued in the next edition of the Newsletter.

Fig. 8

FORTHCOMING REGIONAL MEETINGS – Southern Group – Saturday 4th October 2014, with Eric Lienhard as the
main speaker, showing 'Swiss National Exhibitions'. Northern Group – their new season also begins on Saturday 4 th
October 2014 with 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' – all Members to contribute material if they wish.
NEW MEMBER – we are pleased to welcome a new member of the Society, Mr. Genrih Brant, who resides in
Israel. Like all members, we hope he will take full advantage of all the services we have to offer and look forward
to seeing him at one of our Regional or Annual National Meetings when he next visits the U.K.
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THE POSTAL HISTORY OF ADELBODEN (PART FOUR)

ALAN GREEN

Adelboden Cancellations
A straight line upper case block letter hand stamp was issued to the Adelboden Post Office during 1870 and is
recorded in use during the next four years (see Fig. 5 in Part I). Adelboden's first cds canceller with thin bars was
replaced with a new canceller with thick bars. (Fig. 10 – Part III). In 1915 the Swiss PTT began issuing 27mm
diameter, steel, double circle, open bridge date stamps with the post region number (PK) in place of the lower
bars. Being in the Bern region, Adelboden's PK number was 3. Figs. 15 – 17 show other examples of bridge type
circular date stamps used in Adelboden in the 1920s.

Fig. 15 (above left) Adelboden bridge type cds with thick bars. 10c. 'cross and numerals' stamp paying foreign
postcard rate, cancelled 21.XII.04 VI-.
Fig.16 (right) Adelboden open bridge cds with Swiss cross and Postal Region No. (PK) III. 3C printed paper wrapper
with 3c 'Tellboy' added to prepay 1 Oct 07 – 31 Dec 21 foreign rate of 5c; excess 1c; cancelled – 7.VIII20-9.

Fig. 17 (above left) shows an Adelboden bridge cds with Swiss cross and PKIII 21.I.26-12. Foreign rate registered
letter 30c letter + 40c registration. Airmail stamps 45c + 50c added but no flight available and sent by rail
cancelled bahnpost ambulant cds 21.I.26.-317.
Examples of more recent Adelboden open bridge centre date stamps are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. Fig. 18 (above
right) shows a holiday souvenir PPC Beau Site Hotel with airmail Sfr.1.30 stamp cancelled with an Adelboden open
bridge cds 3a dated -8.-8.08-8. Fig. 19 (at the top of the next page) shows a Parcel Post dispatch label for an item
weighing 9 kg. Sent from the Hotel Bristol Adelboden to Sevilla in Spain. Charged Sfr.15.60. Cancelled with an
Adelboden open bridge cds 3b, dated 19.-9.72-15. 1970 type parcel tracing labels.

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
•
•

Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

• Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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Circular K (Kurort) cancels were introduced by the P.T.T. in 1942 to allow towns to portray themselves on mail.
Adelboden chose to depict the Engstligenfälle and snow covered, flat topped Wildstrubel (alt. 3,243m –
10,640ft.). It was used from 1st July 1954 to 4th January 1966. - Fig. 20 (below left).
A Cancel Machine manufactured by the International Postal Supply Company of Brooklyn, N.Y. was tested by the
P.T.T. in Bern in 1911. Large post offices were equipped with them. The value of using machine cancels to display
advertising was soon recognised. Adelboden obtained its machine slogan cancel in 1961. Some examples of the
various machine cancels used are shown in Figs. 21 – 23.

Fig 21 (above right) shows a P.T.T. Machine cancel "Swiss cross with scroll". Figs. 22 and 23 below show two
Adelboden publicity slogans dated 14th February 1971 and 5th June 1973.

Acknowledgements: The translation work, help and encouragement of Alfred Ruch in preparing this article is
gratefully recognised; his efforts made this work so much easier. The photograph of Post Office staff (Fig. 6) is
from archive material held by "Photo Klopfenstein, 3715 Adelboden". Philatelic information was willingly provided
by the "Histrisches Archiv and Bibliothek PTT, Bern, Ian Gilchrist, Werner Gattiker, M. and R. Günther and R. and B.
Rölli-Schär. Historical detail by H. Oester and M. Klopfenstein, both resident in Adelboden; also from records held
in the "Heimatmuseum" and in the "Dorfarchiv".
References
"Großes Handbuch der Abstempelungen auf Schweizer Marken 1843 – 1907" by F.X. Andres
"Postal Cancellations and Markings in Switzerland" by Felix Ganz
Internment: "Swiss Internment Cancels and Other Markings" by R.C.Cross
and "Le Courrier des Militaires Belges Internés aux Pays-Bas et en Suisse (1914-1919)" by R. Silverbarg.
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Follow-up (Editor) - Alan's latest search of the records in the "Poststellenchronik Adelboden: PTT Archiv, Post 199
A" has revealed that: On the 1 st October 1951 a new “postal space” for Adelboden was opened in the postal
building which was then located in the Spa area (where the Hotels Firma Kulm and Grand were sited). On the 18 th
October 1993 temporary postal accommodation was opened in Adelboden in a road known as Sch önegg. Finally,
it is recorded that “the new Post Adelboden was opened on 19 th June 1995 in current greatly extended
accommodation.” The Post Office's address today is Dorfstrasse 6.
Regarding the internees in the Second World War, one report Alan read recently states: “The Americans arrived in
Davos on 24th June. The Palace Hotel (now Hotel Europe) is opposite the site of the German Consulate which had
a Nazi eagle and swastika emblem on the front. On 4 th July the Americans celebrated by firing fireworks at the
building. It is reported that a Swiss chemist made the "weapons" for the raid. On Sunday 6 th August 1944 the Nazi
symbol was stolen. Two Americans were sentenced to Wauwileermoos punishment camp by order of General
Legge the American military attaché. The officers escaped from their house arrest whilst awaiting transfer to the
camp with the help of two Swiss men who then formed an escape group.” Not relevant to the postal aspect but an
amusing insight to life for the internees.
Members will be interested to know that the Yorkshire Philatelic Association has awarded Alan the "Thomas
Foster Memorial Trophy" (i.e. the literature class winner) for his efforts. The comments of the Judge were: "SilverBronze classification. An interesting and unusual subject, but not a big enough subject to score at the upper levels.
Very nicely done and clearly set out." The fifth and final part of the Adelboden article will appear in a future
edition of the Newsletter.
ATTENTION! ALL MEMBERS ON THE PACKET CIRCULATION LIST – CHANGED GUIDELINES FOR OPERATING THE
PACKET CIRCULATION SYSTEM - NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY ON BEHALF OF THE COMMITTEE
The insurance levy has for many years been 15 pence per packet forwarded. This process has been difficult for the
Packet Secretary to administer, and members find it fiddly and awkward to deal with. After several weeks of
deliberation, your Committee has decided that, as a trial over the next twelve months, we will operate the
circulation system without any levy – with our insurance remaining in place. This will make the whole process
simpler and will allow us to assess the financial implications of not having a levy, and make a further decision next
summer. This is an opportunity to remind you of the basic rules about the packet circulation :
• Before you forward a packet to the next member on the circulation list you must phone ahead to check
that the intended recipient is available to – and wants to receive - the packet. If you do not make that
call, the packet is not covered by our insurance.
• Your forwarding address label must be firmly fixed onto the packet.
• Cheques must be properly signed, and the accompanying returns slip must be fully completed and
forwarded to the Packet Secretary.
• Also you must furnish proof of posting, and either send the receipt to the Packet Secretary, or scanning
it and sending it by email, keeping the original safe in your possession.
• If you do not make a purchase, you must still inform the Packet Secretary that you have forwarded the
packet. Email is the best way of doing this.
A REQUEST FOR ARTICLES – I am always looking for new material from our members to include in the Newsletter. I
always give priority to them over reprints from other journals. Why not let fellow members know what are the
favourite/most interesting articles in your collection or your experiences of recent Swiss displays at stamp shows
or local club evenings that you have attended. Or can you fill some of the gaps in the Newsetter's recent coverage,
for example - Customs or Military Cancellations, SwissPost's Use of New Technology or Mailcoach Routes ?
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GOOD TO KNOW ! by WERNER GATTIKER
The Rayon Types: C. Rayon II ( Zumstein 16)
The Rayon II stamp (10 Rp. denomination) lasted unchanged throughout the Rayon period
from 1850 to 1854. The design, production and layout are very similar to the Rayon I (Z.
15), except that Rayon II stamps have a yellow background colour instead of the dark blue
colour of the first Rayon I. For the collector typing or plating this stamp, however, a subtle
difference will be noticed. I do not know why (maybe the designer was tired of drawing so
much detail 40 times onto the Rayon II original plate, after finishing the Ortspost / Poste
Locale and then the Rayon I plates), but the background design of scrolls and wavy lines
(“squiggles”) is markedly less dense and detailed on the 10rp Rayon II as compared to the
2½ rp and 5 rp designs, making it clearer and easier for the plating enthusiast to follow.
The layout of the original Rayon II plate (or “stone”) is the same as for the Rayon I: The 40 individually drawn
Types are arranged in 5 rows of 8 stamps, as shown in the TYPE TABLE now available to view, enlarge and print on
our Society Website www.swiss-philately.co.uk (click on “Federal Issues” and use the enlargements available
which you can yourself enlarge even more on your screen for maximum detail). When attempting to determine
the Type of a stamp, the background “squiggles” are normally the easiest component of the design to compare, as
they tend to be very different in each Type. To begin with I would concentrate on one small part of the stamp.
Personally I tend to start with the top left corner, but you can use any part of the stamp, so just to be different, let
us compare the bottom right corner of three randomly picked Types:

Type 5

Type 31

Type 39

Apart from the variations in the squiggly background lines, note the marked differences in the size and shape of
“Rp.”, and also observe the different shapes of the small worm-like arabesques extending from the lower left and
right of the the circle around Rp.; in Type 39 the lower right one is completely missing! It is missing also on Type
36, by the way. There are other such peculiarities which occur only on one or very few of the 40 Types, such as the
ring of the posthorn broken on top in Type 29.
Determining Rayon Types sounds quite easy now, but there are some pitfalls that can pose problems. The main
one is postmarks obscuring the very part of the design you want to inspect. Even light grille postmarks can be a
problem as the postmark colour, if black, is very similar to the black ink used to print these stamps. Blue
postmarks on Rayon I (Z.17) can be even more troublesome. Another factor is poor stamp printing: both heavy
smudgy printing as well as very light impressions can be a problem. In the latter case the squiggly lines may show
interruptions or even bits missing, so the collector will need a little imagination sometimes to complete the
picture.
Hint 2 on Rayon I from Jonathan Cartwright
After the ‘hint’ about types 9 & 11, based on the idea that certain Types give themselves away by ‘omission’ or
‘addition’, here is another example about ‘omission’. Look at the picture of an edit from the Type Table (on the
next page). There are two stamps which are missing something. Can you see which they are, and what it is that is
wrong ?
The right hand outer border of Type 25, and the left hand outer border of Type 26 have gaps, and this is true of all
25/26 stamps, irrespective of the Stone.
The next of these special Rayon 'Good-to-Know!'s will deal with Rayon III.
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GOOD TO KNOW! The Rayon Types: C. Rayon II ( Zumstein 16) – continued.

FOR SALE - The previous editor of our Newsletter, Peter Hobbs, informs me that he has a copy of the "Rayon I"
book by Colombi, Städeli and Streiff which contains the Type Tables referred to in "Good to Know!" (August 2014
Page 64). If you are interested in acquiring it please contact Peter by telephone on 01225 310971. He also
mentioned that Dr. Herbert Munk stated that there were 16 transfers made which, in Peter's words, "must make it
even harder to sort (the types) out". (Editor)
PRO AERO MYSTERIES

RICHARD HALL

Our American friend Richard Hall has been tracking down examples of the various Pro Aero flights in 1938. He has
calculated that it should be possible to collect 144 different combinations of departure and arrival cancellations.
Some combinations are particularly rare, partly because of :
• the population distribution at that time
• in the absence of a particular route request, covers would be routed from the arrival point closest to
where the mail was deposited to the arrival point (landing area) closest to the town to which the cover
was addressed.
• in the absence of a particular route request, covers addressed to foreign destinations would all be
routed through Basel Airport.
Despite these "rules", Richard has found a number of anomolies where covers are not always directed to the
"obvious" (or nearest) landing area. Keen to solve the reasons why and, in particular, to define the radius of the
boundaries of the designated landing areas, he is asking members of the AHPS and the HPS to send him scans of
any relevant covers they may have, or send details of the departure and arrival cancels, any routing notation and
the town to which the cover was addressed. In this way he can build up a better picture of how the postal
authorities set about their task (132,474 covers flown) and the likely rarity of the various combinations. Richard's
contact details are: P.O.Box 15053, Asheville, North Carolina 28813, USA Email: rtravis@alum.mit.edu
ADELBODEN POSTAL HISTORY – A RESPONSE

CHARLES J. La BLONDE CphH, FRPSL

Reference Part 3 of Alan Green's article (Newsletter August 2014 Pages 65-67): The blue numbers on Figures 11,
13 and 14 are the German Berlin Censor file numbers. We believe that every letter censored by the Germans was
entered into some sort of a filing system. The US Censor Number 11785 on Fig. 11 is a New York POW Censor.
The letter of Figure 13 is exceptional! I have never seen this practice for New Zealand, but I have several examples
for South Africa. These items are very rare and expensive! The POW paid the air mail surcharge from Switzerland
to London which was 20 centimes. For South Africa, the mail sent to London went to the South African Red Cross.
They added a GB stamp and posted the letter to South Africa. So one has correct postage from two separate
countries on one cover! I wonder how Figure 13 got to New Zealand ? The frustration of this type of cover is not
having any clues about the posting date. Air mail routes are very difficult to determine without dates.
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THE 100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIELD POST IN SWITZERLAND 1889 – 1989
ARTHUR WYSS
The ninth and final part. The eighth part was in the July edition (pp. 54-56). This fascinating publication was
written by Herr Wyss in 1988/89. Thankyou to Eric Lienhard for all his efforts to ensure that it was published in
English in our Newsletter – Editor.

Some Early Military-related Cancellations
Important FP Dates at a Glance.
(with some important comparison dates of the Army)
1870, 24.7.: Civil FP
1870/71 Frontier Occupation during Franco-Prussian war; General Hans Herzog.
1871, 1.2.: Internment of Bourbaki Army in Switzerland.
1874, Federal Law for new military organisation, due to the new Federal Constitution.
1886-91: Building of Gotthard fortifications (1st phase)
1889, 13.8.: Federal Council issues the first ‘Ordinance concerning the FP’: thereby founding the Military FP.
1891: Federal law over the establishment of 4 Army Corps.
1894, 31.7.: New ‘Ordinance concerning the FP’.
1896, 14.10.: Founding the ’Association of Swiss FP and Field Telegraph Officers’.
From 1898: ‘Swiss FP and Feldtelegraph Association’ so that ADJ-NCOs can join.
1901, 15.6.: New ‘FP Ordinance’
1907: New ‘Federal Law concerning the military organisation’.
1912, 1.11.: New ‘FP Ordinance’.
1914: Mobilisation of FP.
1914, 3.8.: War Mobilisation at start of WW1; General Ulrich Wille.
1916: The FP organises postal service for Internees in Switzerland.
1918, 11.11.: End of War Mobilisation.
1921, 21.8.: Renaming the association to ‘ Swiss FP Association’ due to the withdrawal of the Field Telegraph
officers.
1938, 9.4.: New ‘FP organisation’.
1938, 14.8.: Founding the’ Association of Swiss FP NCO’s’.
1938: Forces Organisation 1936 in force: 9 Divisions and 3 Mountain Brigades.
1939: Mobilisation of the FP.
1939, 2.9.: First War Mobilisation at start of WW2; General Henri Guisan.
1940: First inclusion of FHD ( Womens Help Service ) in FP. The FP again organises the postal service for Internees
in Switzerland.
1940, 11.5.: Second War Mobilisation after German attack in the west; Supplies for ‘Reduit National’ (National
Fortress) in the alps.
1945, 19.8.: End of War Mobilisation.
1947: New Forces Organisation.
1948: Introduction of telegram delivery by the FP.
1949: Hierarchical parity of FP with other troop grades: The officers and NCOs at last receive the military rank in
place of mere grades as previously.
1951: New forces organisation. First procurement programme.
1954, 9.3.: New ‘Ordinance for the FP’.
1961: New forces organisation: now 12 Divisions; latest total revision of the army organisation.
1966: The Federal Council proposes ‘Concept of military defence of country’: Idea of dissuasion.
1967: ‘Buero Schweiz’ at FP.
1967: Federal law regarding new organisation of the EMD: formation of group for procurement services (GRD).
1969: Total Defence anchored in federal law.
1972: Disbanding of Cavalry.
1977: The new Supply Concept of the army requires largest conversion of FP since 1889.
1981, 21.9.: New ‘Ordinance over FP service’.
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Epilogue - Since the end of WW2, our continent has had the longest period without war in its long history.
However this state can hardly be described as peace, more like a balance of the horrors. We all know about the
highly threatening tensions of the last decades, we all stood repeatedly under the pressures of the agonising fear
of WW3. We continue to suffer under an apocalyptic nightmare which, since 1945 continues to be fed by more
than 130 ‘small’ wars, with about 30 million dead in various parts of the world.
For our Federal State, its army and thereby the FP, the 44 years since the end of WW2 signifies the longest epoch
without active service since its foundation. It is the wish and striving of all of us, that the undoubtedly continuing
non-peace of this world (the balance of horrors) is continued more and more by the balance of trust; and the
peoples and nations gradually come to the conclusion that conflicts in the end are solved more thoroughly and
lasting without armed intervention rather or war.
So that we get nearer and nearer to this state, the small neutral Switzerland also has to make its contribution, not
least through a believable peace and security policy, in which our necessary militia army, as ever, has an important
place. From this view our FP serves as a connection between Nation and Army, now and in future with
undiminished significance.
NOT SWISS ? TWO

EDITOR

Fig. 1
Fig. 2
In its Swiss/Liechtenstein catologue Zumstein first acknowledges official joint-issues between Switzerland and
another countries' postal authority in 1988 with the identical design of the French and Swiss stamps to
commemorate the artistic talents of Jean Tinguely (Z769 and SG2852 - Fig. 1). Although more than ten years
before Courvoisier and the PTT Printing Works closed their doors, the printing of both of the stamps was handled
by the French Government Printing Works.* This joint-initiative was followed in 1991 by the project with the USA
to commemorate the 700th Anniversary of the Founding of the Swiss Confederation. The chosen single stamp
design features both the Bundeshaus in Bern and US Capitol building in Washington (Z811 and SG2559 - Fig. 2).
However Joint-issues between the Swiss Post Office and other countries began long before 1988. For example, the
Simplon Tunnel between Switzerland and Italy prompted a joint issue in 1956 for the 50 th Anniversary (using
different designs on the same theme - Z325 and SG931 – Fig. 3).** Unfortunately Italy's effort in 1956 was strewn
with errors including depictions of an entrance to a 'second tunnel', the Gotthard stagecoach and a steampowered railway engine which never passed through the tunnel. The most recent partnership with Italy fared
better when in 2010 the two countries celebrated the Centenary of the UNESCO World Heritage designated
Bernina/Rhaetian Railway together (Z1350 and SG3271).

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Fig. 4

Fig. 6
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In 1985 neighbours France and Switzerland issued their own designs to celebrate the Centenary of the
International Lac Leman Rescue Society that operates over the whole expanse of the Lake (Z713 and SG2686 - Fig.
4); and in 1992 the Swiss again co-operated, this time with Austria, to issue stamps to commemorate the
Centenary of the Treaty for the International Regulation of the Rhine (Z823 and SG2297 - Fig. 5). The year chosen
to celebrate subjects of mutual interest is not always the same – for example, Switzerland and France issued their
own designs to celebrate Basel-Mulhouse Airport in 1979 and 1982 respectively (Z625 and SG2524 - Fig. 6).
* Perhaps because the French stamp was one of four included in an annual set of their 'Art' series.
**The 1956 issue was followed up in 2006 with two stamps to commemorate the Centenary of the Tunnel's opening (Switzerland Z1188 and SG Italy 3003).

Acknowledgement: The Society is grateful to Swiss Post for allowing it to publish illustrations of their products.
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